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Abstract
When this Indonesia was experiencing an outbreak of pandemic COVID-19, even the plague is happening not only in Indonesia but worldwide this is a challenge great for parents to keep the fruit of his heart that was not exposed to the virus is, in addition to the parents also become role important that should keep control of the growth and development of the fruit of this heart, especially in times of children early, which at the time these activities are limited so need a way to keep doing activities that can stimulate the growth and development of her with the good. The purpose of this study was to find out how the use of hunter virus game on child development and stimulate children when facing a COVID-19 pandemic, especially in the aspect of cognitive during the early childhood. In this study using qualitative methods with data collection techniques through observation, interviews, and documentation. Based on the result of observations and interviews with child game Hunter Virus This can be used as a media when the children are at home with the game this can introduce to the children about the virus that when this was happening. Besides, children with enthusiasm and are helped in learning about the dangers of the virus.

How to Cite
INTRODUCTION

Children are a gift that is entrusted and given by Allah SWT. Where the child is equipped with the potential are developed through a variety of ways so that aspects of its development evolved with either. The world’s children are the world to play, where to play meaningful for children ages early through the game. Game of children aged early is a game that can stimulate creativity, development, and also fun for children. There is an opportunity to utilize children’s interest to help them connect with the knowledge (Hawkins, 2019).

In the case of this game does not have to issue a price which is expensive but can take advantage of goods scars that exist around us, which is important in a game that has safety and quality appropriate stages of the age and interests of children. With games that are suitable for children’s development, they can improve their cognitive and social skills (Boissy et al., 2014). In-game hunter virus using a game that safe and fun for children ages early.

Development is a change in the behavior of children that shows the interaction of the maturity of living things and their environment. Development is a change from infancy to adulthood which involves various aspects of behavior and abilities. Kids will evolve with reasonable and normal if it is supported by the natural surroundings, the environment that is quite healthy and well. The development of the child will be seen from the changes in the aspect of physical as the size of the body and the members of the body more and the changes are followed by aspects of the spiritual, such as increasing the ability of children in observing, remembering, thinking and willing to be something. The child’s ability to adapt to the environment is the basic capital for children to be successful and happy in the future (Mayer, 2013)

Phase development of children aged early to be in time golden. Why it is said to be golden because at this time the development that occurs in children is amazing (Masganti, 2015). It covers the whole aspect of the development of the child. Where children aged early have a sense of want to know the height and nature holistic. The development is defined as the process of change in the physical, structural neurological, behavioral, and nature of which are formed by regularly and has the function of the complex. In research it has been many who tried to investigate the development of children age early with various media games, will be but the research that when these researchers did try to create a variety of games that take advantage of items that exist around us, in addition to making a child happy in play children get learning that the produce of playing hunter virus.

The virus pandemic began to shock the world since the end of 2019 with the emergence of a new virus known as coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) which caused quite a high level of concern, because no vaccine had been found that could cure the virus. This virus began to be found in Indonesia in February 2020, which was supported by page halodoc.com Presiden Jokowi made an announcement that found two patients who were positive COVID-19 in Indonesia. Since then the spread of the virus that occurred in Indonesia increased and spared to various regions in Indonesia that have an impact on the economy, health, and education. As that was happening when this in almost the whole world to experience the incidence of this, the incidences of which many were infected since the pandemic COVID-19. Pandemic COVID-19 which is an outbreak of the virus first in Wuhan China (Yuliana, 2020) which is spread by rapid and extensive that lead to potential patients infected increased until the patient dies reaches 3.500 even more patients who died due to the infection of the virus (Huang et al., 2020).

Incident that occurred when this makes all the people must remain to be in the house so that the spared of the virus COVID-19 does not rise to break the chain spared of the virus, so that in case this much experience complaint since continued to be at home, as well as children who always want to play free but at the moment is the world playing them is limited. Factors that could restore the psychological development of the child is the person adults who care and support (Bartlett, 2020) in the life of a child to help the growth and development of children ages early.

Game hunter virus is a game for children ages early which was developed from the game the other and using goods scars that exist around us. The game is aimed to develop aspects of the development of cognitive children and introduce to the children about the virus, how the shape and that only the names of the virus. The game hunter virus some aspects of the development of children can be developed is optimal especially the creativity of children, where creativity is the ability to think in a way that is not usual in resolve a problem (Debeturu & Wijayaningsih, 2019). As in this game aspects of cognitive development, physical motoric, and language when the child is doing or using the game hunter virus. Besides
that, the game is the child feel happy because when in a state where the pandemic COVID-19 the child feels saturated and bored they can play the game is when just when they are bored.

The game is more aimed at early age children, namely 2 to 6 years. Which in this game aims to improve the development of children who when in a pandemic period the child feels bored at home and when it is also the role of parents and assisted by the role of the environment to keep stimulating the child’s development so that it continues to develop properly. Game hunter virus is an alternative that is suitable to be done and given to children when bored with distance learning activities and or just stay at home. This game is made very easy because it utilizes used materials that are around the house and environmentally friendly. Besides, it is safe if played by children.

In fact that happened the game and the child almost not be separated, when we think about children, surely just thought we would be led to the association of the play, thus educating was still through the play so that the stimulus child develops are optimal in all aspect of it and be private are and one of the ways that all of it is optimal to stimulate children through games that can stimulate the stimulus.

The use of play methods for children must be flexible and follow the abilities and interests of children. But still, a lot of us find activities to play material is burdensome, especially with the situation and conditions of pandemic COVID-19 is very restricted to seek materials to exit the house and how to play that made the children quickly bored. It is making children less comfortable and less to enjoy the game. Tools game that we created in addition to making children happy instrument game educative helpful to improve the creativity of children ages early. The purpose of this study was to find out how the use of hunter virus game on child development and stimulate children when facing a COVID-19 pandemic, especially in the aspect of cognitive during the early childhood.

METHODS

The research is using research qualitative who do not use the procedure of calculation is statistical. The subjects of the research is on the use of game hunter virus to the early childhood development games 2 to 6 years. While the object of the research this is the future of children beginning to use the game hunter virus that is carried in Canden Rt 05 District of Jets Bantul, Yogyakarta. Data collection techniques in this study were observation, interviews, and documentation. In observation of the writer use observation participatory which the authors are involved directly in the activities of everyday people who are being observed, and while the interviews were conducted by using interview semi-structured which are not directly ask and give learning to the children about what the virus and Technical analysis of the data it uses data reduction (Sugiyono, 2016). Data reduction is carried out with a simple selection process and attention to children based on the results of interviews and observations.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The benefits of playing in addition to being a means of entertainment for children to play invites children to social interaction and build cooperation. Social ability is a child’s behavior that describes a non-individualistic relationship which includes social participation and rejection of disruption (Rizzo, 1990).

When this pandemic with games can make children happy because when in doing so not only play the child feels but education in the game is applied to stimulate its development (Ayu, 2018). The game tool is a tool that can stimulate as a distributor of the ability to work with children (Andang, 2006). The game tool is a tool to play. While the educational game tool is a play tool that can produce certain development indicators. From educational toys, children can improve their abilities and understanding naturally or naturally. One of the characteristics of games that are categorized as educational games is to have educational value in the game.

Past childhood early, from about ages 2 to 6 years, as the stage preoperational, for children not yet ready to be involved in the operation or manipulation of mental requires thinking logically (Papalia et al., 2008). At this time children begin to receive stimulation, although it is still limited. But even children have entered the social environment.

The hallmark of this stage is that children begin to be able to use mental operations that are rarely and logically inadequate. In this stage, children begin to present their world with words, shadows and images. Symbolic thoughts go beyond simple connections of sensory information and physical action. In this game hunter virus.

In UU Sisdiknas No. 20 of 2003 article 1 paragraph 14 that a coaching effort aimed at children from birth to the age of six years is carried out through the provision of stimuli to help
the child’s physical and spiritual growth and development. Kids age of early life in the world game. That which can grow aspects of the development of the child. Playing a thing important for children, activities play while learning has become a character in the education of children of age early. Observing the environment is part of play, adults and friends being close to the child’s life is an object that is observed and imitated by the child (Muhammad, 2011).

The world of children ages early is the world play and learning done with or while playing ones engages all of the child’s senses (Sudarsana, 2018). As with anything that we see and we observe the child as learning by way of play, because the learning of children ages early was the way to play and play, from games that can build the attitude and character of the child. Because in essence playing and games children aged early is a means of socialization and exploration for children.

The use of game hunter virus priority to the development of children on aspects of cognitive early childhood. Cognitive constitutes psychiatric realm centered on the brain and associated with will and affection (Srianis et al., 2014).

Game hunter virus can be said as one of the alternatives in the study, one of the ways that can be done when children feel bored when on the sidelines of the time with a fun game. It can be seen from the enthusiastic children at the time of doing the game and learn about the virus that when this was happening in the world. They were very interested and participated as well in the game are. It is can be seen from the results of the documentation that is obtained when doing a game hunter virus.

Kids ages early to have characteristics that vary. Teachers and parents must be able to place themselves in child development in other words does not impose personal will on the child because it will greatly impact future developments (Khairi, 2018). By, therefore, before making tool game educative up to first require planning that is designed specifically as a tool to help optimize the learning and development of children. The process of making APE hunter virus first provides tools scars that exist around us such as, cardboard, scissors, paper figures, glue, stick ice, clips, rubber, dynamo, former as a mover, a magnet as a bullet. The material is used to use materials that safe for future children early and was not hurt.

Second after the appliance game educative already be introduced the first game that will be used, then explain to the children about the virus, all kinds of viruses, what tasks the virus and other. Furthermore, a third if the child already knows about the virus show or demonstrated in children on how to use games and children tried to play a game hunter virus it with sambal directed and explain virus what that shot like that shown in Figure 1 and 2.

![Figure 1. Is doing a Game Hunter Virus](image1)

![Figure 2. Game Hunter Virus](image2)

Children and games are two notions that are almost inseparable from one another. Thinking about children always creates associations about play (Aisyah, 2017). Through the game that are not directly teach and train the children to face the situation evident that occur when pandemic COVID-19, so that children know how to protect themselves from viruses, knowing viruses anything just that are around and can train the child to maintain cleanliness that is not exposed to the virus.

Aspects that are in the game hunter virus include aspects of the development of the motor when it is being played the game, aspects of cognitive who developed the children about recognizing the virus, identify the types of viruses and so on, further aspects of the language contained within the game hunter virus can help the child to talk and recognize about viruses and aspect of psychosocial the maintaining the cleanliness of oneself, the environment around so that spared from the virus and the latter is improving aspects of social-emotional child.

From the whole aspects that exist in the game hunter virus build and play a role which is very important in a situation of pandemic COVID-19 against a child when being there at home.
in a time long.

CONCLUSION

Based on the results studied and observed that during the pandemic COVID-19 children were bored at home with activities that according to the child just like that there was no difference. Therefore, the role of family and environment must be mutually sustainable in utilizing the situation that is happening. Because the growth and development of children will continue to grow, but if it is not stimulated properly there will be a slight obstacle in the growth and development stage. So in this study, researchers tried to make a game that uses used goods that are around the house into a toy that can educate children about the state of the pandemic COVID-19 through the game hunter virus.
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